
 
 

Student Teacher Policy 

 

In our center we receive students of university practices of infant and primary school 

teachers in Córdoba, as well as students of different masters in Montessori pedagogy 

who come to do observation or work hours in our center. 

As a rule, we do not receive more than 1 student per classroom in our center, and each 

of them has assigned one of our teacher as a tutor. 

The students in practices must respect the norms of our center and especially the 

ethical code, in which the following specific norms for them are collected: 

 

Specific ethical code of action for our personnel in practices or observations: 

1. Our students in practices or observation will never remain alone with any 

student in the classroom. 

2. Our personnel in practices or observation will not change of clothes or diaper in 

its case to any student. 

3. Our personnel in practices will not remain without company in the center. 

4. Never act outside of our code of ethics. 

5. The student in practices or observation will always have a tutor assigned who 

will be responsible for their training and actions. 

6. Our personnel in practices or observation will facilitate the center, in the 

moment prior to its incorporation, the certificate of criminal offenses. 

7. Our interns will never stay longer than strictly necessary in our center. 

8. In case of medical emergency, the trainee will take the task of notifying the 

health emergency services, while our staff, being trained in pediatric first aid, 

will monitor the student's health. 

9. In case of other kind of emergency (like fire, flood, natural catastrophe…), the 

trainee will take the task of notifying the health emergency services, while our 

staff, being trained in pediatric first aid and in risk preventions, will monitor the 

student's security. 

10. Like any co-worker, our interns will be treated like any worker except for the 

aforementioned responsibilities. 

 


